Shankari Shankuru

Ragam: Saveri
Talam: Adi (Thrisra Nadai)
Composer: Syama Shastri

Pallavi:
Shankari Shankuru Chandramukhi Akhilaandeeshwari
Shaambhavi Sarasija Bhava Vandite Gowri

Anupallavi

Sankata Haarini Ripu Vidhaarini Kalyaani
Sadaanatha Phala Daayaki Hara Naayaki Jagath Janani

Charanam

Shyamakrishna Sodhari Shyamale Shathodhari
Saama Gaana Lole Baale Sadaarthi Bhanjana Sheele

Meaning: (TK Govinda Rao’s book)

O Shankari ! Bestow good fortune. Your face is like the moon.
O Akhilaandeshwari - mother of the universe!
O Shaambhavi - worshipped by Brahma! You are Gowri

She is the eradicator of all difficulties; and the vanquisher of enemies. She is auspicious one - Kalyaani, who is benevolent to her devotees. She is the consort of Shiva and the Mother of this world.
She sports with Lord Jambupati - Siva, and enjoys protecting this world. Her neck is like a conch, and She is Bhavaani, bearing Kapala and Sula - the trident.
She enchants Shiva, the enemy of Cupid and sustains the whole world. She confers auspicious things on her devotees. She is Mrdani, whose gait is like that of a swan.
She is the sister of Syamakrishna and is called Shyamala who has slender waist; she exults in the music of Sama chanting. Baalaa the maiden, who always burns to cinder the miseries of her devotees.

Pallavi

Shankari Shankuru Chandramukhi Akhilaandeeshwari
Shaambhavi Sarasija Bhava Vandite Gowri

snD R S - rp M  D P - dp M pd S  |  sn D D  ;  S S  |  sn D - P M G R ||
Shan ka ri Shan-  ku ru Chan - dra mu khi - - -  A khi laan - dee - shwa ri

Srs nd R S- rp M  D P - dp M pd S  |  sn D D  ;  S S  |  sn D - P M G R ||
Shan ka ri Shan-  ku ru Chan - dra mu khi - - -  A khi laan - dee - shwa ri

S ;  ; - dsg  rsnd P M P D  |  dsrs R  ;  sr G | rs nd - P M P D ||
Shri A- khi-  laan dee- shwa ri  Shri A- khi-laan dee - shwa ri

D R S sn D ;  P D N D P M  |  mpd- dpm G r D | dpm G r gr gr S ||
Shaam bha vi - -  Sa ra si ja Bha va  Van- di- - te- Gow - - ri - - - - - -

D R S sn D ;  G R N D P M  |  mpdSn- dpm G r D | dpm G r gr gr S ||
Shaam bha vi - -  Sa ra si ja Bha va  Van- di- - te- Gow - - ri - - - - - -
Anupallavi

Sankata Harini Ripu Vidharini Kalyani
Sadaanatha Phala Daayaki Hara Naayaki Jagath Janani

Chitta Swaram:

Charanam

Shyamakrishna Sodhari Shyamale Shathodhari
Saama Gaana Lole Baale Sadaarthi Bhanjana Sheele

S S sn D pm dp , d- S s n D D ; | P ; d dr sn D P | ; dpm G R R ; ||
Shya ma kri - - shna So- - - dha ri- - - Shya ma le - - Sh a - tho - - dha ri
S ; R M ; M P , dpm D , P , | pd S ; | N - P d n | D M m g R gr S ||
Saa ma Gaa na Lo le - - Baa le Sa- daa rthi Bhan- ja na Shee- - le - -
S ; R M ; M P , dpm mpdp D | pd S ; | N - P d n | D M m g R gr S ||
Saa ma Gaa na Lo le - - Baa le Sa- daa rthi Bhan- ja na Shee- - le - -